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Myriad policy, ethical and legal considerations underpin the sharing of biological resources, implying 
the need for standardised and yet flexible ways to digitally represent diverse ‘use conditions’. We 
report a core lexicon of terms that are atomic, non-directional ‘concepts of use’, called Common 
Conditions of use Elements. This work engaged biobanks and registries relevant to the European Joint 
Programme for Rare Diseases and aimed to produce a lexicon that would have generalised utility. 
Seventy-six concepts were initially identified from diverse real-world settings, and via iterative rounds 
of deliberation and user-testing these were optimised and condensed down to 20 items. To validate 
utility, support software and training information was provided to biobanks and registries who were 
asked to create Sharing Policy Profiles. This succeeded and involved adding standardised directionality 
and scope annotations to the employed terms. The addition of free-text parameters was also explored. 
The approach is now being adopted by several real-world projects, enabling this standard to evolve 
progressively into a universal basis for representing and managing conditions of use.
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Introduction
There is a widespread desire to maximise the use and re-use of biomedical data and samples. This ambition is, 
however, plagued by many complex and diverse issues pertaining to information governance. To be conducted 
in a responsible manner, the sharing and access of data and samples must take account of many constraints, 
not least individual consent, requirements set by custodians (researchers, institutions) and funders, policies 
set by ethics committees, and legal considerations. Beyond straightforward cataloguing of shareable datasets in 
archives, such as the National Centre for Biotechnology Information’s database of Genotypes and Phenotypes 
(dbGaP) and the European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA), the wider and more challenging world of data 
governance operates on an inconsistent and poorly structured basis.

Numerous general policy documents and guidelines have been created in recent years, which do a great job 
of establishing general principles for data and sample sharing. But these resources typically fail to provide a 
sufficiently fine-grained and concrete basis for operationalising the recommended principles. Custodian organ-
isations currently have not universally adopted a standardised or consistent way to structure or express the wide 
array of information that might be part of their sharing and access policies. Consequently, the field is challenged 
by considerable diversity regarding consent form design and content, data sharing agreement clauses, choices 
over licensing models, institutional data sharing rules, and data management plans. This is not to say that spe-
cific elements of such tools should always or often be identical, as there will always be a need for context-specific 
variation on such matters. Nevertheless, more consistency and standardisation are needed at the level of specific 
concept structuring. That is, below the overarching general policy level, and above the detailed clause and textual 
level, there needs to be more uniformity and agreement over what would be a useful (non-redundant, unambig-
uous, sufficiently comprehensive) list of governance considerations and parameters.

Creating a fully comprehensive and universally applicable ‘conditions of use’ concept list for the whole bio-
medical domain would be unrealistic. But to make progress one could break down this semantic challenge to 
address distinct governance use cases, and then concentrate on the most widely used/needed concepts and 
parameters. This would bring substantial and rapid impact. The most significant previous efforts in this direction 
would be the Consent Codes list of permitted and conditional forms of data use1, and the further development 
and improvement of this as represented by the Data Use Ontology2 (DUO). These approaches focus primarily 
on capturing headline conditions for acceptable sharing of genomics datasets and reflect the concepts and com-
binations of concepts that emerged organically from the field. DUO and similar ontologies are intended to cap-
ture common permissions inherent in biomedical research data. Ontologies of this nature are especially useful 
where research consortia prospectively design informed consent materials and data governance strategies to be 
compatible with selected ontology terms. However, there remains a demonstrated need for flexible systems that 
can capture complex and conditional permissions in data, in a manner that enables logical computer-based rea-
soning. This class of systems may be necessary to represent and to compare permissions inherent in numerous 
categories of datasets, such as legacy datasets for which data governance rules have already been generated, or 
those that are subject to regulatory requirements that can only be described using contingent and conditional 
language.

Another related initiative is the “Automatable Discovery and Access Matrix” (ADA-M)3. This approach 
emphasised the design of a data structure into which conditions of use information could be placed. To that 
end it included a list of concepts of use, but these were largely based on the Consent Codes and DUO terms, 
and these were not rigorously validated by community testing. In addition, much of the substantive information 
conveyed in an ADA-M profile regarding permissible and impermissible data uses is articulated through its free 
text fields. Consequently, ADA-M cannot enable the machine-actionable discovery of data according to its data 
governance conditions.

Given the above, and with the European Joint Programme for Rare Diseases (EJP-RD) stated aim: “…. to 
create an effective rare diseases research ecosystem for progress, innovation and for the benefit of everyone 
with a rare disease. We support rare diseases stakeholders by funding research, bringing together data resources 
& tools, providing dedicated training courses, and translating high quality research into effective treatments” 
(https://www.ejprarediseases.org/), we worked to devise a rational lexicon for “conditions of use” information. 
Our aim was to meet the need within the programme to convey the use conditions associated with the various 
bioresources, in a convenient and automatable way. Further, it should be easy to deploy requiring only minimal 
training, with profiles that are human readable as well as being able to be represented in a computer readable 
format. To this end the resultant system needed to be able to encode use conditions that were applicable to data 
and biosamples.

The resulting design is called “Common Conditions of use Elements (CCE)”, representing a highly validated 
set of atomic (non-overlapping) concepts of use that offer a robust and consistent basis to many data governance 
tools and activities. CCE is explicitly not seeking to be an ontology (though it could inform future extensions to 
existing ontologies), but to be a categorisation framework for conditions of use concepts. As a version 1.0 prod-
uct, the hope is that various groups in different settings will adopt and provide feedback on its utility, enabling 
it to be progressively improved.

Results
To produce a useful CCE list, efforts started on the domain of rare disease related registries, biobanks, and data 
repositories - especially as related to European Reference Networks (ERNs)4.

We identified four principles that are necessary for the construction of the CCE concepts:

 (1) be atomic, i.e., represent an operationally pure and singular concept, (elemental).
 (2) have no directionality, i.e., not convey any indication about whether that mode of use is allowed, forbidden, 

or obligatory, (neutrality).
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 (3) be generalised, i.e., be a modular category of use that states no customisation details, conditionalities or 
dependencies, (generic).

 (4) be widely applicable and relevant, (relevance).

By way of example, consider a potential CCE category such as “Regulatory Jurisdiction”. This meets design 
principle #1 because it is not conflated with any other concept, such as “Geographical Area”. It meets design 
principle #2 because it does not attempt to covey whether data/sample use is permitted or forbidden in cer-
tain Regulatory Jurisdictions. It meets design principle #3 because it does not name any specific Regulatory 
Jurisdictions or imply the presence or absence of any modifying considerations (e.g., the degree of anonymity 
of the data). And it meets design principle #4 because it is a widely relevant consideration. Hence, it is simply a 
pure, generalised, categorisation concept pertaining to conditions of use of some un-named artifact.

The initial set of suggestions for CCE list items contained 76 preliminary concepts, produced after the inde-
pendent extraction of all possible concepts from a series of domain consent forms, and material/Data transfer 
agreements (MTAs/DTAs) and after the elimination of duplicates. Each of the 76 concepts was characterised 
as being primarily a ‘criterion’ or ‘boundary conditions’ of use (‘who’, ‘what’, ‘why’, ‘when’, ‘where’ – 46 such ele-
ments), versus mainly a ‘process’ or ‘method’ of use (‘how’ – 19 such elements), or others not fitting into either 
group and so not further evaluated as a possible CCE item (11 such elements). After this categorisation, we 
debated and refined the list, according to the four principles above.

An overview of the analysis process, with the initial set of CCE terms can be found at the supplementary 
Table 1, that also summarises the process of refinement and criteria.

Directional items were made non-directional. For example, the Opt out form for Genomics England has 
the concept of “Patient has requested NOT to receive additional findings” in part 7B,was deemed to have the 
core concept of “return of incidental findings”. This concept can then be forbidden using an appropriate rule. 
Similarly, to meet the requirement of being atomic non-atomic items were split into their component parts. As 
an example, one of the ERN registries forms, (that relate to how the resources can be used) has the use condition 
of “recontacting the participant to return results or incidental findings” within the conditions that a participant 
must agree to. This term was split into the 3 CCE terms: (Re-)Identification, Return Of Results and Return Of 
Incidental Findings.

To make the resulting system more broadly applicable, the group also considered that some of the resources 
may condition use upon (i) the commercial or non-commercial character of the entities that use the data, and 
(ii) whether or not the intended use is profit-motivated. These concepts are typically conflated and or one is 
omitted (with conflation being implied/inferred) in alternative approaches.

The resulting 14 core concepts from this review and refinement process, were given a definition and a priority 
ranking based on anticipated utility and degree of relevance to the targeted use case (i.e., factors relevant to the 
secondary user of data or samples).

Based on community suggestions we added in 4 extra concepts that had not been surfaced by the starting 
set of consent forms and MTAs. Two of the original CCE terms were interpreted in different ways by the testers 
(Clinical Use and (Re-)Identification) indicating that they were not truly atomic in nature. Hence, these terms 
were split as discussed below, which resulted in 6 new terms in total.

By rounds of alpha-testing and consultation with the intended user community we progressively distilled the 
list down to what was felt to be a practically useful and usable size. The final version 1.0 CCE list comprises 20 
items, as presented in Table 1 (criterion type terms) and Table 2 (process type terms). The modifications to the 
initial list of CCE terms are stated in the subsequent paragraph.

Some considerations that went into producing the full list of CCEs in consultation with the alpha test group, 
were as follows:

CCE Terms: Geographical area and regulatory jurisdiction. Initially only the term geographical area 
was proposed, as it was thought that this could encompass both concepts, however with jurisdictions such as the 
EU spanning complex geographies, we concluded that to maintain the atomic nature of CCE these two concepts 
needed to be separated.

CCE Terms: Clinical care use and clinical research use. The initially suggested term of “Clinical Use” 
was highlighted by the alpha testers as being too vague, in that it covered both clinical research use AND clinical 
care of the patient. This led to the splitting of the term into “Clinical Research Use” and “Clinical Care Use”.

CCE Terms: (Re-)identification of individuals without the involvement of the resource pro-
vider and (Re-)identification of individuals mediated by the resource provider. A single (Re-)
Identification term was initially introduced to cover any activity where a resource was used in a manner that 
allowed the reversing of anonymisation/pseudonymisation. It was assumed that this would always be forbidden, 
and “safeguards” would apply during use to prevent this occurring. However, we found that alpha testers inter-
preted this term in two distinctly diverse ways. One was to forbid the re-identification of participants as expected, 
while the other related to ways that the participant could be re-contacted (via the supplying institution) for some 
legitimate purpose such as recruitment to further studies. Hence the two CCE terms were devised to capture these 
two separate concepts of use.

Terms added based on feedback from alpha testers. The following CCE terms were added to 
cover the full range of concepts deemed important by alpha testers: Publication Moratorium, Publication, User 
Authentication, and Ethics Approval.
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Validation of the final 20 cce terms by creation of regularised sharing/access policies. As a 
final validation exercise for CCEs against our intended use case, four biobanks, three patient registries and a data 
platform were asked to try to use the CCE lexicon as a basis for structuring an overview (called a Policy Profile) 
of their main sharing policy items. Guidance was prepared to support this task, in which it was made very clear 
that the goal was:

•	 To base these Policy Profiles upon the 20 CCE concepts, each of which could be used zero or more times 
according to what they wanted to express in their policy.

•	 To represent only those Policy Profile items applicable to the secondary user of the data or samples, not those 
that apply to the custodian biobank/registry themselves.

•	 To accomplish the exercise by merely adding a directionality statement (“Permitted”, “Obligated”, “For-
bidden” or ‘‘No Requirements’’) and a “scope” indicator (“Whole of resource” or “Part of resource”) to the 
employed CCE items. This approach leverages the Digital Use Conditions (DUC)5 Schema for expressing 
conditions of use information which was recently developed by an IRDiRC Task Force. The DUC schema 
employs the term “asset” to refer to both a collection of items or a singular item, being made available for 
some form of use. In contrast, since the CCEs in this current work are designed to support the creation of 
Policy Profiles for whole organisational structures (e.g., biobanks or RD registries) we instead use the term 
“resource”.

Supplementary Table 2 contains the feedback from validators on all CCE Terms. Overall, the process was 
very straightforward, with two major take-home lessons emerging. First, organisations can have very different 
objectives in mind when creating such Policies Profiles – ranging from wanting to be quite comprehensive in 
stating what can and cannot be done with their data or samples, through to others that merely wanted to provide 
a minimal list of headline “showstopper” categories of use that could never be allowed. Second, most groups 
were rather cautious about any public release or exposure of their Policy Profiles (we even had to adapt our sup-
port tools because of this concern, so that no profile was ever left on a public server) - the implications of which 
probably merit further investigation. Nevertheless, despite the diversity of objectives, CCEs were able to accom-
modate all these approaches. Additionally, there was no request for any additional CCE concepts to be added.

Policy Profiles such as these demonstrate how well CCEs can provide the basis for a consistently clear and 
structured representation of access policies across many organisations. However, they may not provide sufficient 
details for some more-demanding applications (e.g., Data Access Committee deliberations). Therefore, as one 
last final test of CCEs, the alpha-tester organisations kindly generated some additional free-text parameters 
to supplement and elaborate a number of the term + rule + scope triads previously provided in their Policy 
Profiles. These have been collated into a set, that gives an example for each CCE term from the free texts (Table 3 
for criterion type terms and Table 4 for Process type terms) where provided.

Discussion
In this work we have developed, validated, and recommend the Common Conditions of use Elements (CCEs): 
a set of conditions of use concepts that are atomic, non-directional, and which should be widely useful as a 
foundational layer in support of many aspects of data and sample sharing. The CCE list was devised by extensive 
discussion and alpha testing with many community members, followed by real-world testing in terms of creating 
general and detailed Policy Profiles. This latter work employed online software to utilise CCEs in the context of 
the DUC Schema for structuring information governance metadata.

We took a different approach to previous initiatives. Consent Codes aimed to provide a set of controlled 
terms that could be used to represent participant consent for uses in specific types of research. DUO expanded 
this to include general use conditions but focused on data only. Further the designers of DUO constructed it as a 
series of interconnected terms that formed a formal ontology. This means that care must be taken to ensure that 
a desirable term is present in the correct context within the DUO ontology.

ADA-M took an approach wherein each term was specific and separate. The ADA-M terms were split into 
two main categories: those that related to “Permissions” for specific uses and those that related to “Terms” of use. 
Like the current work these were paired with a rule base that either permitted or forbid the specific permission 

Concept Definition

Clinical Care Useb Use for patient healthcare and related services.

Clinical Research Useb Use for research-related activities that involve human subjects where the intention is to advance medical 
knowledge.

Commercial Entitya Use by an entity in the commercial sector, whether or not that use seeks to make a financial profit.

Disease Specific Usea Use for research-related activities pertaining to one or more specific diseases or disease categories.

Geographical Areaa Use within specified geographic region(s)

Profit Motivated Usea Use with the intention of making profit.

Regulatory Jurisdictiona Use within an area defined by a shared legal framework, or subject to a common oversight organisation.

Research Usea Use for research-related exploration or innovation.

Use As Controla Use as a reference, benchmark or normal control for research or other activities.

Table 1. Full list of criterion type CCE terms. aOriginal concept (first iterative rounds); boriginated by 
decomposition of one original concept (further iterative rounds).
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term or stating whether a given Term was true or not. CCEs (when used within a rule base such as the Digital 
Use Conditions DUC Schema) seek to simplify the approach taken by ADA-M. The idea of the two classes of 
terms is maintained but the rule base is simplified, and an optional free text field is added to allow elaboration of 
the full statement (CCE term, rule and scope) as required. While the free text is not currently able to be used as 
a filter, it does provide context to the end user when selected profiles are read.

The directional neutrality of CCEs ensures that uses covered by individual CCE terms could be permitted 
as well as forbidden using the appropriate rules when used in a data structure such as the DUC schema. While 
ADA-M had previously tried to take a similar approach, its’ complexity made it difficult to use, hampering its 
adoption. CCEs aimed to avoid this complexity by using simple independent atomic terms. The terms were also 
explained in plain English, with the aim of increasing their adoption by making them more accessible than some 
of the alternative approaches taken in this area.

Clearly, a series of such CCEs based on these principles would not, in and of themselves, be sufficient to 
describe a complete sharing or access policy. But that is not the objective of CCEs. Instead, the aim is to estab-
lish a widely relevant standardised set of atomic, non-directional, generic conditions of use concepts. These 
can then be employed as the basis for designing forms, contracts, tools and infrastructures that would be more 
innately inter-operable, and one would only need to elaborate the CCEs with directionality and other specif-
ics to produce data sharing policies etc., that would all be structurally very similar and hence compatible and 
comparable.

Work is now underway to use the CCE model within the EJP-RD project, in particular to use them to gather 
Policy Profiles (that provide a summary of the use conditions, in a similar fashion to how the nutritional infor-
mation for food is displayed in Europe) for many registries, biobanks and other online resources, and use these 
metadata to underpin data and sample discovery services and sharing activities. Additionally, other interna-
tional initiatives have begun exploring ways to employ the CCE concept, not least BBMRI-ERIC6, GA4GH, 
the IMI EPND project7, and the FAIR community8. Some of this work entails extending the list of CCEs to suit 
specialised use cases, such as dynamic consent and support for GDPR considerations9,10. In the case of the FAIR 
community, CCE concepts are being tested for compatibility with semantic web models, such as Open Digital 
Rights Language (ODRL)11, to afford increased machine-readability. We anticipate versioning CCEs in a public 
manner, as these real-world activities progress. As this occurs, increasingly validated CCE concepts will ideally 
become included in formal ontologies, such as DUO or the Informed Consent Ontology12 (ICO). Table 5 illus-
trates the current overlap between CCEs (version 1.0) and DUO, in order to highlight gaps that could usefully be 
filled. All CCE terms are shown, along with their direct or indirect mapping to DUO.

Table 5 illustrates that whilst some DUO terms reflect composite data use conditions that bring together 
multiple related conditions of use as one ontology term, CCE would express similar conditions through the 
combination of multiple separate atomic terms. For example, in DUO, use by a commercial entity is commin-
gled with for-profit use; jurisdiction and geographical location are likewise linked together. Further, select DUO 
terms are explicitly directional, and are intended to indicate that a certain behaviour is obligated in the use 
of data. Examples thereof include “collaboration required” and “time limit on use.” Conversely, CCEs would 
express these terms without implying directionality, which would enable users thereof to indicate the presence, 
absence, or explicit preclusion of each condition. The use of a lexicon composed of atomic and non-directional 
terms can enable communities to express the full range of permissions in their data using one common sys-
tem. This can be leveraged to help communities with case-specific data governance needs to develop and tailor 
bespoke systems that are suitable to their needs, building upon a wider library of CCE terms. It also could 

Concept Definition

Collaborationa Use that involves some form of collaboration, typically with the resource provider.

Ethics Approvalc Use involves a requirement on the recipient to evidence suitable ethics board (e.g., IRB/ERB) or other 
intuitional or oversight body approval.

Feesa Use that involves payment as a basis for access or use.

Publication Moratoriumc Use involves a requirement on the recipient to not publish derived results before a specific date, time 
period, or other condition (such as approval from the supplying institution) has been met.

Publicationc Use involves a requirement on the recipient to make derived results available to the wider scientific 
community.

(Re-)Identification Of Individuals 
Mediated By The Resource Providerb

Use of records or samples in a resource (provided in a non-identified form) in a manner that identifies 
or re-identifies one or more individuals, mediated with the involvement of the resource provider.

(Re-)Identification Of Individuals 
Without Involvement Of The 
Resource Providera

Use of records or samples in a resource (provided in a non-identified form) in a manner that identifies 
or re-identifies one or more individuals, without the involvement of the resource provider.

Return Of Incidental Findingsa Use that involves a requirement on the recipient to return results that were not intentionally generated 
by the planned use, to the resource provider.

Return Of Resultsa Use that involves a requirement on the recipient to return results that were intentionally generated by 
the planned use, to the resource provider.

Time Perioda Use that has some time-frame limitation.

User Authenticationc Use involves a requirement on the recipient to successfully undertake some form of ID proofing and 
authentication, prior to the access or use.

Table 2. Full list of process type CCE Terms. aOriginal concept (first iterative rounds); boriginated by 
decomposition of one original concept (further iterative rounds); cAdded by the community users (last iterative 
round and validation rounds).
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enable organisations to use CCEs to enable interoperability across distinct, context-specific ontologies, allowing 
researchers to leverage context-specific ontologies of their choosing, whilst still enabling for the interoperable 
comparison of data governance conditions that have been expressed using multiple distinct ontologies, absent 
prior coordination.

CCE Term Rule Scope

Further parameters

Commercial Entity Permitted Part of Resource

Permitted only if it has been authorised in the informed consent.

Clinical Care Use Permitted Part of Resource

Use for diagnosis purpose, only if a specific authorisation in the informed consent is present.

Clinical Research Use Permitted Part of Resource

Use for research purposes, including research to improve diagnosis and treatment, in the field of the disease for which the biological materials 
have been biobanked. Specific authorisation in the informed consent is mandatory.

Disease Specific Use Obligated Whole of Resource

Participants can choose if samples may be used ONLY for research projects on the participant’s disease or for other research projects on other 
diseases, too.

Geographical Area Permitted Whole of Resource

The use, in countries not covered by GDPR, requires specific authorisation included in the informed consent.

Profit Motivated Use Permitted Part of Resource

Depending on consent of the participant.

Regulatory Jurisdiction Obligated Whole of Resource

Use of data is only allowed where the EU General Data Protection Regulation applies.

Research Use Obligated Whole of Resource

Use for research purposes in the field of the disease for which the biological materials have been stored in the biobank. Most represented 
diseases are rare metabolic disorders, chromosome disorders, neurological diseases and overgrowth disorders.

Use As Control Obligated Whole of Resource

Where the proposed use is relating to the field of the disease for which the biological materials have been biobanked.

Table 3. Criterion type CCE terms with further elaboration.

CCE Term Rule Scope

Further parameters

Collaboration No Requirements Part of Resource

The collaboration is evaluated when appropriate

Ethics Approval Obligated Whole of Resource

The requester must provide the following: protocol number, date and name of ethical committee/review board.

Fees Obligated Whole of Resource

Fees apply when used for commercial or for-profit purposes.

Publication Obligated Whole of Resource

Access to the samples is only for research purposes, measurable through the publication of research results. Each biobank that is used to 
perform a study must be mentioned in the Methods section of said publication.

Return Of Incidental Findings Permitted Whole of Resource

The health and wellness of the participant (and his/her family) shall be safeguarded.

Return Of Results Obligated Whole of Resource

Required for uses that overlap with the interests of the supplying institution.

(Re-)Identification Of Individuals Mediated By The Resource Provider Obligated Whole of Resource

Informed consent should facilitate a continuous dialogue with participants to inform them about their disease. The way of re-identification 
should be compliant with the GDPR UE 2016/679 and with the participant’s choices.

(Re-)Identification Of Individuals Without The Involvement Of The Resource Provider Permitted Whole of Resource

Informed consent should facilitate a continuous dialogue with participants and inform them about the disease. The way of re-identification 
should be compliant with GDPR UE 2016/679 and with the participant’s choices.

Time Period Obligated Whole of Resource

The recipient is permitted to use the data for no more than 1 year after the agreed completion date; to permit the preparation of the results for 
publication.

User Authentication Obligated Whole of Resource

To request biological materials, the recipient must register on the resource website by completing the specified form.

Table 4. Process type CCE terms with further elaboration.
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Methods
The system needed to be suitable for use by all the project partners involved, including those from research and 
healthcare sectors, as well as non-profit organisations. Given the broad range of activities undertaken by the 
various partners, the resulting use conditions needed to consider use cases outside of the traditional research 
community in which other systems had been developed.

Defining CCE terms. CCE development work was undertaken within the project team and in conjunction 
with members of the rare disease community, to produce the version 1.0 model. This work involved many rounds 
of iterative testing and improvement of items in the CCE list and drafting and refining definitions for each. A 
reductionist approach was taken to devising the CCE terms.

This started with the capturing of concepts from various types of documents including Informed Consent 
Forms (ICF); data access policies (DAP); data/material transfer agreements (DTA/MTA) that were either acces-
sible via the EJP-RD project (e.g., ICFs from ERNs and Biobanking community),or publicly available consents, 
DTA, and MTA, namely the Manchester Tissue Bank Material Transfer agreement; the UKRI consent form; 
Genomic England Cancer Research Consent Form; Cancer UK generic systemic anti-cancer treatment con-
sent form; the Cancer research UK Immunotherapy consent form; the UKRI generic consent template; the UK 
Data services consent; the BMA/Law society - Consent template and Genomics England opt out ADDITONAL 
FINDINGS Q7 as well as ICF from the ERN and Biobanking community. Concepts were extracted and assessed 
against the CCE criteria detailed in Results. When terms did not meet these criteria, they were initially reviewed 
to determine if they could be adapted to meet the criteria (i.e., by breaking down into simpler atomic concepts 
and or removing the directionality), or otherwise rejected. The list was also checked to ensure that it contained 
elements that were identified as being of importance to rare disease patients based on a survey by McCormack et 
al.13. These concepts are listed in the Supplementary Table 1 together with the CCE terms to which they map to 
or the reason why they were not considered for integration in the final set of CCE terms.

In this way, we identified and optimised many facets of the CCE design, not least: revealing and addressing 
aspects that were likely to create misunderstanding; highlighting elements that needed to be split further into 
truly atomic concepts; bringing forward suggestions of frequently-needed concepts that were missing from the 
evolving CCE list; and, guiding subjective decisions about what was sufficiently ‘common’ and hence useful to go 
into a version 1.0 CCE list, versus what concepts were too specialised or infrequently used.

Progress was facilitated by means of a shared Excel document, and the use and stepwise development of 
custom software that included help texts and instructional videos, combined with regular feedback discussions 
with testers.

Using CCE terms to produce CCE statements using the DUC schema and alpha testers assess-
ment of their utility. The final set of CCE terms were evaluated for their utility by employing them as 
“condition terms” in the DUC schema. This schema allows each CCE term to be converted to a “statement” by the 

CCE Term CCE mapping to DUO DUO Term

Use As Control Maps directly Research Control

Clinical Research Use Maps directly Biomedical Research

Disease Specific Use Maps directly Disease Category Research

Geographical Area To map, must add: ‘Rule = Permitted’ Geographical restriction

Research Use To map, must add: ‘Rule = Permitted’ General research

Clinical Care Use To map, must add: ‘Rule = Permitted’ Clinical Care Use

Return Of Results To map, must add: ‘Rule = Obligated’ Return to database or resource

Collaboration To map, must add: ‘Rule = Obligated’ Collaboration required

Time Period To map, must add: ‘Rule = Obligated’ Time limit on use

Publication Moratorium To map, must add: ‘Rule = Obligated’ Publication moratorium

Publication To map, must add: ‘Rule = Obligated’ Publication required

User Authentication To map, must add: ‘Rule = Obligated’ User specific restriction

Ethics Approval To map, must add: ‘Rule = Obligated’ Ethics approval required

Commercial Entity
To map, must combine: Commercial Entity with 
‘Rule = Permitted’ + Profit Motivated Use with 
‘Rule = Forbidden’

Non-commercial use only

Profit Motivated Use  Commingled with Commercial Entity in DUO. 
(see above) 

Fees Does not map to DUO

Regulatory Jurisdiction Does not map to DUO

Return Of Incidental Findings Does not map to DUO

(Re-)Identification Of Individuals Without 
Involvement Of The Resource Provider Does not map to DUO

(Re-)Identification Of Individuals Mediated By The 
Resource Provider Does not map to DUO

Table 5. CCE terms and matching terms in DUO.
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addition of a suitable rule (from DUC’s set of Obligatory, Permitted, Forbidden or No Requirement). To complete 
a CCE statement a “scope” of the rule was assigned specifying whether the statement applied to the “whole of the 
resource” or “part of the resource”.

Web based tool for constructing DUC profiles using CCE statements. An online tool was devel-
oped14 (https://ducejprd.le.ac.uk) that includes a web based “wizard” interface that enabled alpha testers to select 
CCEs, and then enter Rules and Scope values. Alpha testers used the tool to make their resource level Policy 
Profiles. The tool also includes sections to provide details of the resource to which the use conditions apply to. 
Users could add as many or as few CCE statements to a profile as they wish. CCE statements could reuse or omit 
CCE terms as needed. CCE statements are independent of each other, and so the tool does not enable users to 
enter inter-statement dependencies. Profiles were reviewed, and their meaning was clarified with the alpha testers 
where required.

Data availability
The original datasets were provided in confidence and to respect that confidentiality, we show the generated 
profiles as aggregated data in the manuscript (supplementary Table 2).

Code availability
The code for the web-based tool for construction of a DUC/CCE profile (https://ducejprd.le.ac.uk) can be found 
at this public repository https://github.com/Cafe-Variome/DucCCE with read only access.
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